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Ruger 10/22 Folding Stock – assembly instruction
1. AK uderfolding stock - they are sold usually as a set which contains elements from picture. Make
sure that none of those parts are missing. The best quality stocks were made in Bulgaria, Romania
and Poland.

Pic 1. AK Underfolding stock parts list

Pic. 2 You’ll also need a flat file and round file (6. in round size or 7/32).
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2. Assembly instruction
1. At first you have to file off this part (6). After this operation, dimension on the picture should have
3,6-3,7mm (so you need to remove 0,5-0,6mm of material). If you remove more, stock can wobble.
This operation causes, that folding stock locks in good position when the stock is folded. Without it
you won’t be able to lock the underfolder below wood stock.

Pic.3 Part (6) modification

Pic. 4 Part (6) modification.
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2. If you stock is new (and it has never been installed) then you have to also fit the parts using a round
file.

Pic. 5 & 6 Fitting the parts

Pic. 7. Properly fitted parts. It should move easily but it can’t be loose.
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Pic. 8 Assembly. Pin (1) should be placed inside the shaft. Example of working mechanism is on our YouTube
Channel (search for MBWSTOCKS) – Assembled Folding Mechanism.

Pic. 9 Put the whole mechanism into the socket and screw in 2 bolts.
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Pic. 10 Place the washer

Pic. 11 Place the second arm of the underfolder on its place. Tighten the nut. Make sure that it’s not too tight.
If it works fine, you can place the pin inside. Oil the mechanism once a year. After some time it might be
adjusted again.
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Pic. 12 Assembled underfolding stock. After proper assembly it should lock in this position.

All used pictures are a property of MBWSTOCKS.
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